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Abstract: This work details one of the alternative methods to traditional hard copy data collection and reporting through the
development of a mobile application for the purposes of performing ergonomic evaluations of office workstations. The mobile
application was developed as a test phase (utilized by certified ergonomists) through the utilization of existing Microsoft
applications in conjunction with a mobile excel application file. This paper outlines the stages of the development process to
create this tool specifically, the usability testing procedures and the functionality of the application are discussed. Additionally,
a case study is presented and time analysis conducted to determine changes in average ergonomic evaluation completion times
based on historical data. The analysis indicated a significant reduction in average time spent performing data processing and
reporting as well as a reduction in average time spent collecting data. Finally, experiences using the application and future
plans are discussed.
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1. Introduction
Implementation of mobile applications in coordination with desktop software allows for significant improvement to
the traditional “pen and paper” method of ergonomically evaluating the fit of an individual’s office workstation. Improvements
are realized in terms of efficiency of data collection and reporting, as well as error reduction. Traditional methods of performing
ergonomic evaluations utilize hardcopy data collection forms. After the evaluation is performed the data are transcribed to an
electronic version and developed into a deliverable report for a client and/or the individual evaluated. Helgeson & Ursic (1989)
point out the advantages of using computers as a method of data collection stating, “There is the potential for cost and time
reduction because of the elimination of the data entry step, and the speed of data collection. Errors may be reduced through
the elimination of the data entry step and through range verification and answer validation procedures.”
In an effort to alleviate some of the issues traditional “pen and paper” data collection methods pose as well as realize
the aforementioned advantages of data collection methods using computers; a mobile electronic solution was developed and
implemented. A User-Centered Design process was followed throughout development of the application. Moe et al. (2004)
defines User-Centered Design as, “an active involvement of users for a clear understanding of user and task requirements,
iterative design and evaluation and a multi-disciplinary approach.” Aspects of this approach are outlined in the later sections
as well as a case study conducted following implementation. The case study was conducted to assess the overall impact of the
application and compare ergonomic evaluation completion times before and after implementation. For this purpose, a time
analysis of historical data was performed. Results of the time analysis indicate a reduction in the time required to collect data
during ergonomic evaluations and a much greater reduction in the overall time necessary to process data collected and generate
a report or client deliverable.
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